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«Father Luigi is facilitating the breastfeeding of the
new bunnies that, as he says: “have a thoughtless
mother who ignores them !” Hence he takes the mum
rabbit belly up, so that the bunnies can eat.»
PHOTO CREDIT: PAOLO RUZZU
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Dear Readers,
This JNAnews is almost over very important people! Three of them are well known to
you, as we have already talked about them a couple of times in the previous letters:
Dr. Marco Pedeferri, Dr. Lorena Perna and her helper Paolo Ruzzu.

Dr. Marco is a Pediatrician, Dr. Lorena is a Gynecologist and Paolo is biomedical
laboratory health Technician for pathological anatomy and diagnostic cytology.
These three health specialists spent several weeks at Jisur Nam Ashram rendering their
precious medical services to poor sick people living around our small mission
outstation.
But let me introduce them to our readers one by one.
Dr. Marco is not a new comer to this remote corner of Bangladesh. Previously he came
three times during the best season which is the wintertime. Then air is fresh and
climate is very enjoyable. This time (his fourth visit) he came during the worst period
of the year, that is the Bengali summer when temperature goes over 40°C and
everybody sweats like a fountain even without doing any work. You can imagine poor
Dr. Marco’s sufferings...!
Any way: somehow he was able to survive, but he said that he will never come again to
Bangladesh during the months of May and June, the hottest period in Bangladesh.
As he did during the previous years, in the morning Dr. Marco looked after sick people
and in the afternoon, defying the horrible heat, he worked very hard at the small
mission outstation to finish what he had started last time: that is fixing the rain water
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harvesting system. Thanks to him now we will not have any more problems with
drinking water all the year round. Dr. Marco’s hard work has been a real blessing for all
those who live at our small mission outstation.
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A few words should also be said about Ram Proshad Munda, a village medical
practitioner, who is the right hand for Dr. Marco when he looks after patients. Every
time Dr. Marco comes, Ram Proshad is there to help him with the language and with his
wise advice. Moreover a strong feeling of friendship has been growing between the two
of them and Ram Proshad admits of having learnt a lot from Dr. Marco.

Whenever Dr. Marco comes to our small mission outstation the Munda girls staying
there can enjoy eating fruits they could never afford eating as price of these fruits is too
high for them. Dr. Marco buys apples and oranges and grapes at least once a week, so
now the Munda girls know what the taste of these foreign juicy fruits is like.
And whenever he comes Dr. Marco never forgets to bring from Italy what Italian
expatriate people like most: that is cheese and “salame” and wine. All these delicious
things are for the Italian expatriate people: Marco will eat only Bangladeshi food.
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At Jisur Nam Ashram we have a young man who looks after the vegetable garden and
the house. Every time he comes to Mundaland, Dr. Marco always brings some new tools
which are extremely useful for the work of that young man.

When we will write the history of the tribal Munda people of the Sunderban Forest, the
name of Dr. Marco will be written in golden letters... and Dr. Marco Pedeferri will
become Dr. Marco Munda...!
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The second important person we are going to talk
about now is not a new comer to Bangladesh,
either! Dr. Lorena, a very good gynecologist, must
have been coming to Bangladesh for more than ten
years. She came to Mundaland last year for the
first time and this year for the second time
rendering a very precious medical service to the
women living in that remote corner of the country
where a doctor like Lorena has never ventured
and set foot. Dr. Lorena’s work among those
women living where there are no doctors of that
kind can be defined as a real pioneering one.
Also her name will be written in golden letters in
the history of the tribal Munda people and if she
keeps coming to that South Western part of the
country every year also her surname will be
changed from “Perna” to “Munda”: Dr. Lorena
Munda
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A few words now about Dr. Lorena’s helper and assistant: the laboratory technician
Paolo Ruzzu. Paolo has also come to Bangladesh many times and he usually works on a
microscope. We shall not be mistaken if we say that Paolo’s microscope has been the
first one that has ever been brought to this remote region of the country. As you know,
a good microscope and even minimal dyeing lab supplies, other than a very expert
“eye”, are essential for performing PAP-test on the smears collected by the
gynecologist. It has to be gratefully mentioned here the kind cooperation of
Sr. Dr. Roberta Pignone, who lent to Paolo a microscope from her hospital in Khulna
City and helped him for purchasing in advance supplies that are impossible to be found
in Mundaland.

The girls staying at Jisur Nam Ashram are quite fond of
Paolo and call him “Taku Dadu” i.e. “bald grandfather”.
Paolo is not very old, but as he has not too much hair
and a very short cutting… he looks older than he is.
Along with working on his microscope this time Paolo
was busy also working with Dr. Marco fixing pipes and
tanks to harvest rain water and helping with gardening
work.
As Paolo hopes to return to Mundaland again and
again in future also his name will be written in golden
letters in the history of the tribal Munda people
of the Sunderban Forest and for sure also his family
name “Ruzzu” will be changed into “Munda”:
Paolo Munda.
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Along with Paolo a young lady was of a great help to Dr. Lorena trying to understand
her patients’ problems. This young lady is Minoti Munda who worked as translator
from Bengali to English and viceversa: a very important work so much appreciated by
Dr. Lorena and brilliantly performed by Minoti Munda who was the first Munda girl
who disobeyed her parents ready to force her into a premature marriage and went
away from home taking shelter at our small Christian outstation and becoming in this
way some kind of a trend setter among the Munda girls.

During the hottest period of the year, along with Dr. Marco and Dr. Lorena and Paolo
we had as our honourable guests also a young girl and a young man from Northern
Italy: Pietro and Anna.
These two persons also were brave enough to venture into Mundaland and to spend
two weeks there mixing with the girls and local people and working as well.
Anna with Minoti helped Dr. Lorena with translation and Pietro helped Dr. Marco fixing
pipes and water tanks.
Pietro is a university student of engineering: as such he was also able to solve problems
with our electric line. And he enjoyed the first rain of the year which re-freshened the
hot air just for a short while.
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All our guests worked very hard six days a week without any break. They had only one
day free of work. One of those days, they went to a Munda village situated just in front
of the Sunderban Forest. Between that village and the kingdom of the Royal Bengal
Tiger there is only a narrow canal. Lorena, Pietro and Anna were taken by two village
Munda boys on their small boat to the other side of the canal... but luckily... they were
not able to meet the Royal Bengal Tiger... if they would have met the big cat they would
have not been able to return to Italy...!

While Lorena, Pietro and Anna were roaming along the edge of the forest Dr. Marco had
a nice siesta enjoying the fresh wind coming from the forest and the small river and the
peace and quietness of the village environment.
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Just a few days ago in Dhaka, waiting for the plane which would take them back to Italy,
Dr. Marco and Lorena had a nice surprise. Nilima Munda came to greet them with her
husband Ruhidas.
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Nilima Munda played a very important role among her tribal people. She set up the
small credit union (SAMMSS) which has proved to be quite useful and helpful for the
economic development of the tribal Munda women of the Sunderban Forest.
Moreover she was invited to attend a meeting on micro credit at EXPO 2015 in Milan
and on that occasion she delivered a speech in front of ministers, ambassadors and very
important people.
Nilima lives now at the outskirts of Dhaka with her husband.
Among Dr. Marco and Dr. Lorena and Nilima there is a strong bond of friendship so that
meeting was quite enjoyable for all of them.
Meanwhile Marco, Lorena and Paolo went back to Italy and arrived safe at home.
We hope the three of them may be able to return again to Mundaland... their work is
extremely precious for so many people....!
We, tribal Munda people, the Muslim community and the Hindu community can only
say: THANK YOU... COME AGAIN!

From Bangladesh, Fr. Luigi Paggi
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